NOTES:

1. SEE CURRENT CATALOG FOR ADDITIONAL PART SUFFIXES TO INDICATE COLOR AND/OR PACKAGE QUANTITY.
2. THE FIBERRUNNER 4x4 FOUR-WAY CROSS SPLIT COVER REQUIRES NO TOOLS FOR INSTALLATION AND/OR REMOVAL. THE SPLIT COVER CREATES A 3/4" (19.1) RADIUSED OPENING TO ALLOW FOR NEW CABLES TO BE ADDED WITHOUT THE NEED FOR REMOVING THE COVERS.
3. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE IN METRIC.
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UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES ARE:

\[ \pm 0.03 \text{ INCH} \]

ANGLES:

\[ \pm 1.81 \text{ DEGREES} \]
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PANDUIT PART NUMBER
FRFWCSC4

WEIGHT
0.56 LB/EACH
1254g/EACH

12.95 TYP
[328.9]

.75
[19.1]

2.15
[54.6]